CRIMINAL JUSTICE MINOR

PLAN OF STUDY [Check one: Proposed Plan □ Final Plan □ ]

NAME: ______________________ PEOPLESOFID #: ___________________ GRAD DATE: _______________

(PRIMARY) MAJOR ______________________ (SECONDARY) MAJOR ______________________

LOCAL ADDRESS: ________________________________ LOCAL/CELL PHONE: ______________________

HOME ADDRESS: ________________________________ HOME PHONE: ______________________ EMAIL: ______________________

THE MINOR CONSISTS OF 18 COURSE CREDITS - A MAXIMUM OF THREE CREDITS IN THE MINOR MAY BE PART OF A MAJOR; 12 TO 15 CREDITS MAY CONSTITUTE RELATED AREA COURSES. MINIMUM OF C (2.0) MUST BE EARNED IN EACH COURSE; ONE COURSE IN GROUP III MAY BE GRADED S (SATISFACTORY).

Substitutions are not possible for required courses in a minor.

I. THREE REQUIRED COURSES (NINE CREDITS):

__POLS 3827 POLITICS OF CRIME AND JUSTICE
__SOCI 2301 * CRIMINOLOGY
__PSYC 2300 * ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY

II. TWO or MORE ELECTIVE COURSES FROM THE FOLLOWING (SIX OR MORE CREDITS):

__HDFS 2001 DIVERSITY ISSUES IN HUMAN DEV'T. & FAMILY STUDIES
__HDFS 3103 ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT
__HDFS 3340 INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY INTERVENTIONS
__HDFS 3510 PLANNING AND MANAGING HUMAN SERVICE PROGRAMS
__HDFS 3520 LEGAL ASPECTS OF FAMILY LIFE
__PHIL 3226 PHILOSOPHY OF LAW
__POLS 2622 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT
__POLS 3802 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
__POLS 3817 LAW AND SOCIETY
__POLS 3842 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
__POLS 3999 INDEPENDENT STUDY (ON A CRIMINAL JUSTICE TOPIC)
__PSYC 2100Q RESEARCH IN PSYCHOLOGY
__PSYC 2301 THE STUDY OF PERSONALITY
__PSYC 2501 COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY
__PSYC 2700 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
__SOCI 3307 DRUGS AND SOCIETY
__SOCI 3311 DEVIANT BEHAVIOR
__SOCI 3315 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
__SOCI 3425 SOCIAL WELFARE & SOCIAL WORK
__SOCI 3457 SOCIOLOGY OF MENTAL ILLNESS
__SOCI 3503 PREJUDICE & DISCRIMINATION
__SOCI 3999 INDEPENDENT STUDY (ON A CRIMINAL JUSTICE TOPIC)
__HRTS/WGSS 2263 WOMEN AND VIOLENCE

III. THREE CREDITS OF INTERNSHIP OR FIELD EXPERIENCE IN A CRIMINAL JUSTICE SETTING [SEE NOTE 1 BELOW] FROM THE FOLLOWING:

__HDPS 3080 SUPERVISED FIELD EXPERIENCE
__INTD 3590 URBAN FIELD STUDIES
__POLS 3991 SUPERVISED FIELD WORK
__POLS 3991 (2cr) SUPERVISED FIELD WORK & ASSOCIATED & POLS 3999 (1cr) RESEARCH PAPER
__PSYC 3880 ** FIELD EXPERIENCE:
__SOCI 3990** (2cr) INTERNSHIP: FIELD EXPERIENCE & & SOCI 3991* (1cr) INTERNSHIP: RESEARCH PAPER
__URBN 3991** (2cr) INTERNSHIP IN URBAN STUDIES: FIELD STUDY & &URBN 3981 (1 cr) INTERNSHIP IN URBAN STUDIES: SEMINAR

SUBSTITUTION: ANOTHER 2000-LEVEL OR HIGHER INTERNSHIP OR [SEE NOTE 2 BELOW] FIELD EXPERIENCE COURSE IN A CRIMINAL JUSTICE SETTING (SPECIFY):

____ [ ]

[Title: __________________________]

FIELD WORK AGENCY: __________________________
JOB TITLE: __________________________
SUPERVISOR’S NAME: __________________________
TELEPHONE NUMBER: __________________________

NOTES:
* W VERSIONS OF COURSES LISTED IN GROUPS I, II, AND III MAY BE SUBSTITUTE FOR THE NON-W VERSIONS MAY BE RESTRICTED TO MAJORS.
** THE SPECIFIED COURSES GRADED “SATISFACTORY” MAY BE INCLUDED.
1) ALL INTERNSHIPS AND FIELD WORK MUST BE IN A CRIMINAL JUSTICE SETTING. FOR GUIDANCE, SEE HTTP://HIP.UCONN.EDU/CRIMINAL-MINOR-INTERNSHIP
2) IF A SUBSTITUTE INTERNSHIP OR FIELD EXPERIENCE COURSE IS PROPOSED, YOU MUST HAVE YOUR PROPOSAL APPROVED IN ADVANCE BY THE STUDENT’S CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADVISOR BEFORE YOU BEGIN THE FIELD WORK
3) STUDENTS WHO ARE EMPLOYED FULL TIME WITHIN A CRIMINAL JUSTICE SETTING MAY HAVE THE GROUP III REQUIREMENT WAIVED BY THEIR CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADVISOR WHEN EMPLOYMENT IS DOCUMENTED BY THEIR SUPERVISOR.

ADVISORS RECOMMEND ADDITIONAL PREPARATION IN WRITING, COMPUTER SKILLS, AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS (ESPECIALLY SPANISH) FOR STUDENTS INTENDING CRIMINAL JUSTICE CAREERS

MINOR ADVISORS: ELIZABETH FEHR@UCONN.EDU (POLITICAL SCIENCE, U-1024); SARAH SCHEIDEL@UCONN.EDU (PSYCHOLOGY, U-1020); BRADLEY WRIGHT@UCONN.EDU (SOCIOLOGY, U-2068); STEVEN WISENDALE@UCONN.EDU (HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES, U-2058); EDITH BARRETT@UCONN.EDU (URBAN & COMMUNITY STUDIES, GREATER HARTFORD CAMPUS); MONICA VANBEUSEKOM@UCONN.EDU (INDIVIDUALIZED & INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES, U-4151). MINOR COORDINATOR: MONICA VANBEUSEKOM@UCONN.EDU

You must file a signed minor plan of study & copy(ies) of your signed major plan(s) of study with Dr. van Beusekom, Rowe CUE Room 403, U-4151 within the first 3 weeks of your final semester.